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Evidence indicates meditation facilitates affective regulation and reduces negative affect. It also influences rest-
ing-state functional connectivity between affective networks and the posterior cingulate (PCC)/precuneus, re-
gions critically implicated in self-referential processing. However, no longitudinal study employing active
control group has examined the effect of meditation training on affective processing, PCC/precuneus connectiv-
ity, and their association. Here, we report that eight-week meditation, but not relaxation, training ‘neutralized’
affective processing of positive and negative stimuli in healthy elderly participants. Additionally, meditation ver-
sus relaxation training increased the positive connectivity between the PCC/precuneus and the pons, the direc-
tion of which was largely directed from the pons to the PCC/precuneus, as revealed by dynamic causal
modeling. Further, changes in connectivity between the PCC/precuneus and pons predicted changes in affective
processing after meditation training. These findings indicate meditation promotes self-referential affective regu-
lation based on increased regulatory influence of the pons on PCC/precuneus, which new affective-processing
strategy is employed across both resting state and when evaluating affective stimuli. Such insights have clinical
implications on interventions on elderly individuals with affective disorders.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Accumulating evidence indicates that meditation facilitates affective
regulation, enhances positive affect and reduces negative affect states
(Jain et al., 2007; Robins et al., 2012; Chiesa et al., 2013). Such effects
of meditation training are accompanied by neural functional connectiv-
ity changes (Brewer et al., 2011; Jang et al., 2011; Kilpatrick et al., 2011).
Hence, further exploration on the associations between the affective
and neural effects of meditation on brain connectivity patterns would
enhance our theoretical understanding of the neural network
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mechanisms by which meditation training influences affective process-
ing, as well as providing important clinical implications for improving
the states of individuals with compromised affective regulation capaci-
ties, such as those with major depressive disorders (MDD) (Chiesa and
Serretti, 2011; Simon and Engström, 2015).

Existing evidence indicates that both long- and short-termmeditation
practices change individuals' affective processing and regulatory patterns
(Chiesa et al., 2013). Theoretically, meditation emphasizes non-judgmen-
tal, open observations of thoughts, feelings, and stimuli from a non-self-
referential perspective, allowing for the development of more self-de-
tached, experiential and objective analysis of sensory events rather than
focusing on the subjective affective values (Ruby and Decety, 2004).
Thereof, an even-mindedmental state of ‘equanimity’ is ultimately devel-
oped towards all stimuli and experiences, regardless of their affective va-
lence (Desbordes et al., 2015). Accordingly, meditation should lead to less
differentiated affective processing of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ stimuli, as
well as reduced general affective reactivity and arousal (Farb et al.,
2010; Goldin and Gross, 2010). Meditation also instructs people to main-
tain their attention on present experiences, which prevents them from
engaging in recursive, ruminating processing of negative stimuli
(Brewer et al., 2011). It has been shown that meditation reduces affective
processing of negative and positive stimuli, as manifested in the level of
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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affective interference (Ortner et al., 2007; Menezes et al., 2013), affective
stimuli valence and arousal ratings (Menezes et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2015),
limbic and striatal neural reactivities (Tang et al., 2009), and cortical func-
tional connectivities during processing affective stimuli (Lutz et al., 2016),
evenwhen the participants are in a non-meditative state (for reviews, see
Chiesa et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2015). However, relatively few studies have
employed an appropriate active control group that enables an evaluation
of the effects of meditation-specific components on affective processing.
One such formof active control formeditation training is relaxation train-
ing, which can control for social interactions with a group or teacher, the
amount of home exercise, motivation, and positive expectations (Tang et
al., 2015). Menezes et al. (2013) found that relative to relaxation training,
short-termmeditation training led to reduced affective processing of neg-
ative pictorial stimuli from the International Affective Picture System
(IAPS) for both valence and arousal. Nevertheless, such longitudinal re-
search is lacking on the effect of meditation on the processing of positive
affective stimuli, while cross-sectional studies have reported inconsistent
findings (Ortner et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2012; Reva et al., 2014; Ho et al.,
2015). Existing studies that involved comparing the effects of short-
term meditation and active control training also indicate specific benefi-
cial effects of meditation training on attentional and cognitive control ca-
pacities (Wenk-Sormaz, 2005; Tang et al., 2007; Zeidan et al., 2010), with
ameta-analysis study concluding thatmeditation tends to exertmedium-
level effects on attention and cognitive controlmeasures (Sedlmeier et al.,
2012). Such improvements in attentional control following meditation
practice can enhance disengagement from negative affective stimuli and
lead to better affective regulation (Brewer et al., 2011).

The neural impact of meditation has been researched extensively in
the context of the default mode network (DMN), a task-negative net-
work that exhibits functionally coordinated activities when the individ-
ual is at rest (Raichle et al., 2001). Generally, the nature of meditation in
facilitating observations of experiences from a self-detached viewpoint
and in promoting focused attention on present-moment stimuli con-
trasts with the functioning of the DMN, which is considered to support
stochastic mental drifting primarily from a self-centered perspective
(Northoff et al., 2006; Brewer et al., 2011; Simon and Engström,
2015). A core ‘hub’ of the DMN is the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC)
and the adjacent precuneus, both of which play critical roles in self-ref-
erential processing, self-consciousness, self-related mental representa-
tions and first-person perspective taking (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006;
Dor-Ziderman et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2015). The connectivity patterns
of those two regions with other cortico-limbic regions fundamentally
determine how an individual perceives and evaluates the affective
value of events and stimuli in relation to themselves (Josipovic, 2014).
Consistent with this, individuals with MDD exhibit abnormal PCC rest-
ing-state functional connectivity (rs-FC) patterns, which correlated
with negative self-referential rumination (Berman et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2013). In contrast, meditation training is associated with more positive
self-representation, higher self-esteem and higher self-acceptance
(Emavardhana and Tori, 1997; Haimerl and Valentine, 2001), and it in-
fluences the functional connectivity of the PCC/precuneus with theme-
dial and lateral prefrontal networks implicated for affective regulatory
functions, during meditative (Brewer et al., 2011; Garrison et al.,
2014), resting (Brewer et al., 2011; Jang et al., 2011; Taylor et al.,
2013; Hasenkamp and Barsalou, 2012) and affective processing states
(Lutz et al., 2016). These findings were generally interpreted as
reflecting increased self-referential affective regulation and self-aware-
ness followingmeditation training. However, all the existing studies on
this topic have been cross-sectional, and longitudinal studies employing
active control groups are much needed to provide more definitive evi-
dence. Additionally, very few studies have attempted to link changes
in PCC/precuneus rs-FC with changes in affective processing following
meditation training. Specifically, it might be that meditation training al-
ters the intrinsic functional connectivity patterns of the PCC/precuneus,
which in turn triggers changes in affective processing. On the other
hand, it might be that following meditation training, the association
between changes in the PCC/precuneus rs-FC and in affective processing
becomes stronger. Thiswould be consistentwith existing evidence indi-
cating that after meditation training, themeditative neural patterns rel-
evant to processing affective stimuli are maintained even at rest and
become the default mode of brain activity (Manna et al., 2010; Brewer
et al., 2011; Desbordes et al., 2012; Hasenkamp and Barsalou, 2012).
Therefore, individuals withmeditation experiencemight exhibit similar
patterns of neural activity (i.e., the meditative mode) both at rest and
when processing affective stimuli, which may not be true for non-med-
itators. No existing study has addressed these distinct, albeit non-mutu-
ally-exclusive, possibilities.

While existing meditation research has mostly focused on the func-
tional connectivity between the PCC/precuneus and prefrontal regions,
little evidence exists on whether the PCC/precuneus exhibits different
functional connectivity patternswith subcortical affective networks fol-
lowing meditation training. In particular, the brain stem raphe nuclei
constitute the major source of serotonergic projections that target the
cortical, limbic and striatal regions implicated in affective processing
(Deakin andGraeff, 1991;Hajós et al., 2003). Existing evidence indicates
that serotonergic transmission in the brain may influence an
individual's cognitive and neural processing of negative stimuli
(Murphy et al., 2002; Cools et al., 2008; Roiser et al., 2008), and that re-
duction of serotonergic functions may be associated with heightened
rates of neuroticism (Sen et al., 2004), consistent with a proposed role
of serotonergic activity in regulating negative affective processing and
in affective disorders (Fischer et al., 2015; Fakhoury, 2016). Similarly,
the raphe nuclei have been found to regulate activity in downstream
cortical and limbic affective networks, as well as processing of aversive
stimuli and distress (Hajós et al., 2003; Amat et al., 2004; Selvaraj et al.,
2015). While the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN) might have received the
most attention on its serotonergic-based regulations of downstream
cortico-limbic-striatal networks and affective processing (Graeff et al.,
1996; Selvaraj et al., 2015), recent evidence indicates that the pontine
raphe nucleus (PRN) may also play critical roles in affective regulatory
functions (Cannon et al., 2006, 2007; Lee et al., 2015). Patients with bi-
polar disorders, which are fundamentally characterized by extreme eu-
phoria and dysphoria states and affective dysregulations, exhibit
reduced serotonergic functioning in the PRN (Cannon et al., 2006,
2007), and both the anatomical and functional connectivity of the PRN
with other affective networks predicted the affective states and emo-
tional reactivity of healthy participants (Lee et al., 2015). Further, the
PRN is critically involved in regulating negative stress (Vollmayr et al.,
2000). Thus, the functional interplay between the PRN and PCC/
precuneus, which likely underlies the processes by which individuals
regulate self-referential negative affective processing, may be strength-
ened bymeditation training. Such hypothesis is further based on known
anatomical connections between the PCC/precuneus and pontine nuclei
(Leichnetz, 2001; Cavanna and Trimble, 2006), existingfindings indicat-
ing a brain stem serotonergic influence on the PCC rs-FC (Hahn et al.,
2012), and evidence indicating that 8-week meditation training in-
creased the gray matter concentration in a pontine region that correlat-
ed with increase in self-reported psychological well-being, as well as in
the PCC (Hölzel et al., 2011; Singleton et al., 2014). Based on the theoret-
ical framework that meditation training leads to an increased affective
regulatory influence of the PRN on PCC/precuneus self-referential pro-
cessing, we further expected that causal interactions between the
PCC/precuneus and PRN would be mostly directed from the latter to
the former structure, as revealed by spectral dynamic causal modeling
(spDCM) (Razi et al., 2015).

In thepresent study,we investigated the effect of 8-weekmeditation
versus relaxation training on affective processing and PCC/precuneus
rs-FC patterns in elderly participants. We selected this age group be-
cause, despite evidence indicating beneficial cognitive and neural ef-
fects of meditation training among the elderly (Gard et al., 2014;
Luders, 2014), no research has directly investigated the effect of short-
term meditation training on affective processing networks in this age
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group. Given various existing studies have reported effects of medita-
tion in reducing the valence (Hoet al., 2015; Lutz et al., 2016) and arous-
al (Menezes et al., 2013) processing of positive and negative stimuli, and
based on the theorized impact of meditation in promoting non-judg-
mental observatory attitude (Tang et al., 2015), we hypothesized that
following meditation versus relaxation training, participants would
give less positive valence ratings to positive pictorial stimuli and more
positive ratings to negative stimuli, as well as reduced arousal ratings
for both positive and negative stimuli. On the neural network level,
our primary hypothesis was that meditation relative to relaxation train-
ingwould lead to increased rs-FC between the PCC/precuneus and brain
stem regions containing the PRN, with the direction of the increased
connectivity primarily from the latter to the former. Also, given the
existing body of evidence implicating a role of the serotonergic trans-
mission in the DRN in regulating the neural and behavioral patterns
during processing negative stimuli (Graeff et al., 1996; Selvaraj et al.,
2015), we additionally expected the rs-FC between the PCC/precuneus
and the DRN to be affected by themeditation versus relaxation training.
Furthermore, it has been proposed that meditation practice reduces
self-referential processing of exteroceptive and interoceptive stimuli
(Chiesa et al., 2013), which functions are respectively attributed to the
somatosensory cortices and the posterior insula. Given the PCC/
precuneus also has anatomical connections with other parts of the pari-
etal cortices including the somatosensory cortices, we further hypothe-
sized that meditation relative to relaxation training would lead to
reduced PCC/precuneus rs-FC with the somatosensory cortex and/or
posterior insula. Finally, the associations among meditation training,
changes in affective ratings and changes in PCC/precuneus rs-FC
would be accounted for by one or both of the following two models: i)
rs-FC change mediates affective rating changes following meditation
versus relaxation training, and ii) meditation trainingmoderates the as-
sociation between rs-FC and affective rating changes. As natural aging
leads to particular functional declines in the dorsal prefrontal cortices
(Shao and Lee, 2014), which might suggest that affective processing in
the elderly is predominantly bottom-up and driven by subcortical net-
works (Chiesa et al., 2013), we did not explicitly hypothesize about
changes in PCC/precuneus-prefrontal rs-FC following meditation
training.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Participants

Ethical approval was granted by the University of Hong Kong. Forty-
five right-handed, healthy elderly adults with normal general intelli-
gence and no prior meditation or relaxation training experience were
recruited through community newsletters. Participants were randomly
assigned to receiving either meditation training (n = 23; 16 females;
mean age = 64.78 ± 2.71 years, range = 60–68 years) or relaxation
training (n = 22; 14 females; mean age = 64.68 ± 2.19 years,
range= 61–69 years). Demographically, the two groups were matched
for age (p = 0.89), sex (p = 0.68), and years of education (YoE) (p =
0.17). Furthermore, the meditation and relaxation groups performed
similarly on the Test of Nonverbal Intelligence, third edition (TONI-III)
(Brown et al., 1997) (p = 0.91), and showed comparable levels of anx-
iety (p= 0.48) and depression (p= 0.66), as measured by the Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) (Leung et al., 1999). All partici-
pants were right-handed, as assessed with the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory (Oldfield, 1971); had normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and hearing; reported no history of major physical illnesses, neurologi-
cal or psychological conditions, such as substance abuse, psychotic dis-
orders, or affective disorders; and were suitable to enter a magnetic
resonance image (MRI) scanner.

For the rs-FC analysis (see below), 5 participants (2 from the medi-
tation group, 3 from the relaxation group)were discarded due to exces-
sive movements during scanning (N1 voxel in any of the X, Y or Z
directions) or poor data quality, leaving 40 participants (28 females)
in the analysis. All participants gave written informed consent for par-
ticipation in the study.

2.2. Meditation and Relaxation Training

Participants received either attention-based compassion meditation
training or relaxation training in group settings for 8weeks. Participants
had no knowledge onwhich type of training they were going to receive
prior to the training. Themeditation trainingwas conducted by anexpe-
rienced meditator with 14 years of meditation practice and 4 years of
teaching experience.Meditation participantswere taught to 1) cultivate
mindfulness through paying attention to the surrounding sounds and
one's own breathing, feelings and sensations on the present moment,
2) apply non-judgmental and ‘acceptance’ attitudes on thoughts, feel-
ings and sensations, 3) detach froma self-referential framework and ob-
serve one's own thoughts and feelings from an outsider's perspective,
and 4) cultivate compassion and kindness towards self, family mem-
bers, friends, strangers, and other living beings (Jain et al., 2007; Lutz
et al., 2008). Relaxation training was conducted by a registered clinical
psychologist with 4 years of teaching experience. Relaxation partici-
pants were taught diaphragmatic breathing, progressive muscle relaxa-
tion and imagery relaxation techniques aimed at enhancing body
awareness and reducing body tension (Jain et al., 2007; Ortner et al.,
2007). Each type of training involved 22 classes, with each class lasting
1.5 h. Each class started with a guided meditation or relaxation practice
for ~30 min, didactic teaching for ~45 min and ended with another
guided practice for ~15min. Participants were asked to practice outside
of class on a daily basis, and their practice durations were recorded. The
total self-practice time was comparable between the meditation (aver-
age 710 min) and relaxation groups (average 711.23 min).

2.3. Procedure

All participants underwent a structural MRI and resting-state func-
tional MRI (fMRI) scanning and performed the EPT both before (pre)
and after training (post). In the pre-training session, participants were
first screened for the exclusion criteria. Participants then completed
the TONI-III IQ test and the HADS. The resting-state fMRI and structural
MRI protocolswere then conducted for the participants, followed by the
behavioral Emotion Processing Task (EPT) performed outside of the
scanner (see below). Participants then received 8 weeks of either med-
itation or relaxation training, as detailed above. Within 3 weeks follow-
ing the completion of training, participants underwent post-training
imaging and behavioral assessments, which were performed under
the same protocols as for the pre-training assessment. After study com-
pletion, participants were debriefed, thanked and reimbursed 800 Hong
Kong dollars.

2.4. The Emotion Processing Task (EPT) and Behavioral Analysis

The EPT was employed to evaluate potential changes in affective
processing in relation to meditation or relaxation training. The EPT in-
volved 60 affective pictorial stimuli obtained from the International Af-
fective Picture System (IAPS) (Lang et al., 2008). The set included 20
positive (pos), 20 neutral (neu), and 20 negative (neg) pictures that
were matched according to the proportion of human and non-human
images. Using previously published data on IAPS ratings, we also con-
firmed that these categories differed significantly in valence (i.e., posi-
tive pictures received more positive ratings than neutral pictures,
which in turn received more positive ratings than negative pictures,
ps b 0.001). On the other hand, positive and negative pictures were
matched by arousal level (p = 0.93), and both of these image types re-
ceived higher arousal ratings than neutral stimuli (ps b 0.001).

During the EPT, participants were instructed to rate both the valence
(very negative=1 to very positive=75) and arousal (very calm=1 to
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very arousing = 75) levels of each positive, neutral and negative pic-
ture. Pictures were presented to participants on a Fujitsu computer
monitor. Participants rated the same set of EPT pictures in the pre-train-
ing and post-training sessions. The order of picture presentations was
randomized in different sessions.We adopted such design as the poten-
tial repetition effect on participants' ratingswas expected to beminimal
given the long time delay between the sessions (i.e. 8–11 weeks), and
more importantly, we were primarily interested not in the main effect
of session or session × valence, but in the 3-way interactive effect of
training group × valence × session, which could not have been
accounted for by simple repetition effect across sessionswhich occurred
for all participants. The mean valence and arousal ratings (averaged
across pictures) were analyzed using a 2×3×2 repeated-measures
ANOVA with the within-subject factors of session (pre vs. post) and va-
lence (pos vs. neu vs. neg) and the between-subjects factor of group
(meditation vs. relaxation). The statistical threshold was set at
p b 0.05; post hoc two-tailed t tests with Bonferroni correction were
performed to characterize significant, higher-level ANOVA results.

2.5. Imaging Data Acquisition and rs-FC Analysis

Resting-state fMRI data were acquired with a 3T Philips scanner
equippedwith an 8-channel SENSE head coil. Using a T2*-weighted gra-
dient-echo-planar imaging sequence, 180 functional volumes were ac-
quired (slice number/TR/TE/flip angle = 32/2000 ms/30 ms/90°,
matrix = 64 × 64, FOV = 230×230×128 mm3, voxel size =
3.9 × 3.9 × 4 mm3). Participants were instructed to stay awake with
their eyes closed for the entire duration of the resting-state scanning,
which lasted for a total of 6 min. A T1-weighted high-resolution ana-
tomical scan was also acquired using the magnetization-prepared-
rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence (155 sagittal slices, TR/TE/
flip angle = 6.9 ms/3.2 ms/8°, matrix = 240 × 240, FOV =
240 × 240 × 155 mm; voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm3), for coregistration
with the functional images.

The rs-FC fMRI data were preprocessed using Statistical Parametric
Mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Lon-
don, UK). The first 10 volumes of the datawere discarded to avoid tissue
disequilibrium. Functional images were corrected for slice acquisition
timing and realigned to the first image of the scan session to correct
for head motion artifacts. The effects of 9 nuisance covariates, including
the six head-motion parameters, mean signals of the whole brain,
white-matter and cerebrospinal fluid signals, were removed (Yan and
Zang, 2010; Jang et al., 2011). Given that some researchers argue that
regressing out global brain signals can introduce spurious anticorrelated
functional networks (Murphy et al., 2009), we also ran the rs-FC, spDCM
and moderation analyses (see below and Results) without regressing
out the global signals in order to ascertain the robustness of our main
findings. The resulting images were then co-registered to their individ-
ual high-resolution T1 images, normalized to the 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 MNI
template by unified segmentation, and spatially smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel (full-width at half-maximum = 6 mm). The time
courses were then detrended before being temporally band-pass fil-
tered at 0.01–0.08 Hz (Yan and Zang, 2010). The FC correlation
coefficiency maps generated by the rs-FC analyses were then z-trans-
formed to obtain the zFC map, which approximates a normal distribu-
tion (Yan and Zang, 2010; Jang et al., 2011).

2.6. Whole-brain Seed-based rs-FC Analysis

For the whole-brain rs-FC analysis, a 6-mm sphere in the PCC/
precuneus centered on (−5, −49, 40) was defined as the seed region
for each participant, based on previous research (Yan and Zang, 2010;
Fox et al., 2005). To replicate previous findings identifying the PCC/
precuneus as a center in the DMN, and thus validate our current data,
two-sided t tests were performed on the zFC-maps of the meditation
and relaxation groups before training. These findings are presented in
Supplementary Table S1.

The rs-FC pattern for the PCC/precuneus seed was analyzed using a
2 × 2 full factorial model with the within-subjects factor of session
(pre vs. post) and the between-subjects factor of group (meditation
vs. relaxation). To examine the main effect of group, we averaged
each participant's rs-FC maps in a voxel-wise manner across the pre-
and post-training sessions, which were then subjected to an indepen-
dent-samples t-test at the group level. To examine the main effect of
session, we subtracted each participant's pre-training rs-FC map from
the post-training rs-FC map in a voxel-wise manner, and the resulted
difference maps were then subjected to a one-sample t-test at the
group level to evaluate whether participants' PCC/precuneus rs-FC
patterns were, overall, different across the sessions. To examine the
group × session interactive effect (Meditationpost-pre–Relaxationpost-pre

and Relaxationpost-pre–Meditationpost-pre), we subjected participants'
between-session difference maps to an independent-samples t-test to
evaluatewhether the change in PCC/precuneus rs-FC pattern across ses-
sions depended on the type of training that participants received. All
group-level analyses simultaneously controlled for age, sex and YoE to
ensure that any differences in rs-FC between the meditation and relax-
ation groups were not due to between-group differences in the demo-
graphic variables.

As we hypothesized changes in PCC/precuneus rs-FC with the PRN
and the DRN following meditation versus relaxation training, and in
view of the importance and difficulty in localizing these deep nuclei in
the brain stem, we have constructed a priori 6-mm spherical masks
for both the PRN and the DRN, using anatomical coordinates from pre-
vious imaging studies. For the PRN, we used the peak coordinates
from Cannon et al. (2006)which showed reduced serotonin transporter
binding potentials in bipolar patients compared to healthy controls. The
talairach coordinates that they provided (2, −32, −20) were trans-
formed to MNI space to obtain the coordinates of (3, −30, −30),
using Yale BioImage Suite Package based on the mapping of Lacadie et
al. (2008). Notably, these coordinates are also very close to the ones ob-
tained by Singleton et al. (2014) assessing the effect of 8-week medita-
tion training on graymatter concentration change. Then,we overlapped
the sphere on a standardMNI brain template and visually inspected the
appropriateness of its location, and concluded that the entire sphere
falls on the posterior portion of the pons slightly towards the rostral
side, consistentwith the localization of PRN using PET/MRI fusion imag-
ing (Son et al., 2012). We then repeated the procedure for the DRN
mask, for which we used the coordinates (−2, −24, −9) provided by
Table 1 of Acevedo et al. (2011), which was partly based on the ‘Atlas
of the Human Brain’ (Mai et al., 2008). The resulted spherical mask
was again visually inspected to ensure that it falls entirely in the ana-
tomical region defined by Son et al. (2012) and Selvaraj et al. (2015).
Please note that despite our efforts in locating the PRN,we acknowledge
the likelihood that themask that we constructed may not precisely cor-
respond to the nucleus. Thus, in this paper we often reverted to more
general terms such as ‘pons’ or ‘pontine region’ where plausible.

The PCC/precuneus-PRN and PCC/precuneus-DRN rs-FC patterns
were characterized in two ways. The main analyses involved extracting
the mean zFC values from the a priori PRN and the DRN regions-of-in-
terest (ROI) masks, as described above, using SPM embedded functions.
Such procedure provided us with the mean zFC values for each of the
PRN and the DRN masks in each experimental condition (Pre-Medita-
tion, Pre-Relaxation, Post-Meditation, Post-Relaxation) and for each
participant. The resulting data were then subjected to a 2 (Meditation
vs. Relaxation) × 2 (Pre vs. Post) mixed ANOVA analysis performed in
SPSS v.20 (IBM Corp), with age, gender and YoE entered as covariates
of no interest. To control for pre-training differences in the PCC/
precuneus-PRN rs-FC patterns between the meditation and relaxation
groups, we performed an extra ANOVA analysis examining the effect
of group on the PCC/precuneus-PRN rs-FC change after training, with
the pre-training rs-FC values entered as a covariate of no interest. The



Table 1
The mean and standard error of the mean (SE) of the participants' EPT valence and arousal ratings.

Training group Session Valence Valence Arousal

Mean SE Mean SE

Meditation Pre-training Negative 15.04 1.93 59.42 2.31
Neutral 41.38 0.91 32.45 2.18
Positive 61.58 1.77 54.64 2.85

Post-training Negative 21.85 1.87 47.73 2.91
Neutral 38.92 0.94 26.43 2.39
Positive 50.81 1.77 43.15 2.77

Relaxation Pre-training Negative 13.59 1.97 57.74 2.37
Neutral 39.02 0.93 28.07 2.23
Positive 59.45 1.81 48.33 2.92

Post-training Negative 13.03 1.91 60.34 2.98
Neutral 40.03 0.96 30.66 2.45
Positive 60.12 1.81 51.97 2.83

The ratings were made on a 75-point scale, averaged across all pictures of the same valence type (i.e., positive, neutral or negative), and presented separately for the meditation and re-
laxation groups before and after training. Lower values indicate less positive/more negative valence ratings or lower perceived arousal.
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statistical threshold was set as p b 0.05, two-tailed. Second, in order to
localize voxels within the PRN and DRN masks where rs-FC patterns
were significantly influenced by the important group × session effect,
we performed small-volume-correction (SVC) analyses based on those
masks on the group-level results.

Besides the above ROI analyses, we also looked for other brain areas
whose rs-FCwith the PCC/precuneuswas significantly influenced by the
group × session effect at a whole brain level. To account for Type 1 er-
rors, we applied a voxel-level uncorrected peak threshold of p b 0.005
and a family-wise-error (FWE) cluster-corrected threshold of p b 0.05,
either within individual ROI masks (in case of SVC test) or at a whole
brain level (in case of whole-brain analysis).

2.7. Spectral Dynamic Causal Modeling (spDCM) Analysis

Causal interactions between regions at rest were estimated for each
subject before and after training by spectral DCM and using SPM, which
is suitable for rs-FC studies (Friston et al., 2014; Razi et al., 2015). The
following steps were performed: (1) selection of the PCC/precuneus
seed region, as well as regions exhibiting rs-FC with the PCC/precuneus
that showed a significant group × session effect as voxels of interests
(VOIs); (2) extraction of the first eigenvariate of the time courses in
the PCC/precuneus seed region and in other VOIs that were defined by
drawing 6-mm spheres centered at the peak coordinates, which were
then mean-corrected and adjusted for 9 nuisance variables including 6
headmotion parameters,mean signals of thewhole brain,white-matter
and cerebrospinal fluid signals in each subject; (3) specification and es-
timation of all possible models; (4) performing a family-level Bayesian
model selection (BMS) analysis (Penny et al., 2010) by grouping subsets
of models based on some common feature shared by those models. We
principally focused on exploring the directionality of the functional con-
nectivity between the PCC/precuneus seed and the VOIs, i.e., bidirec-
tional, PCC/precuneus to VOI, or VOI to PCC/precuneus; and (5)
estimating the strengths of all connectivity parameters using Bayesian
model averaging (BMA) analyses based on relative model family evi-
dence generated by the BMS analysis. A 2 (pre vs. post) × 2 (meditation
vs. relaxation) repeated-measures ANOVA was employed to assess the
interactive effect of group and session on the connectivity parameters.

Please note that the construction of seed regions for the spDCManal-
yses were based on spheres centered at the locus of maxima of signifi-
cant clusters to the group × session effect, as is typically done in
resting-state DCM analyses (e.g. Admon and Pizzagalli, 2015; Crone et
al., 2015; Razi et al., 2015). In order tomore directly address our hypoth-
eses that increased PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC following meditation
versus relaxation training would be directed from the pons to the
PCC/precuneus, we also ran the spDCM analysis using the predefined
PRNmask centering at (3,−30,−30) to assess whether the spDCM re-
sults were restricted to the significant voxels in the PRN mask.
2.8. Linking Behavioral and rs-FC Effects

We sought to examine the associations between the group × session
interactive effects on the participants' EPT ratings and on PCC/
precuneus rs-FC with the predefined PRN and DRN regions. First, we
tested whether the group effect on the changes in EPT ratings following
training was mediated by the group effect on the changes in PCC/
precuneus rs-FC following training. For the EPT ratings, we focused on
the positive and negative pictures, both of which are affectively salient
and equally arousing, and the ratings they received are important indi-
cations of an individual's positive and negative affective processing pat-
terns. To this end, we performed mediation analyses using a bootstrap
approach that was implemented in SPSS (Hayes, 2013). Bootstrapping
is a non-parametric approach to test hypotheseswithoutmaking inher-
ent assumptions on the distribution of the data. To predict changes in
valence and arousal ratings of positive and negative pictures according
to the variable of groupwith andwithout themediating effect of chang-
es in the PCC/precuneus-ROI rs-FC, we set up four separate models. In
the first model, the change in the valence ratings of positive stimuli
(ValPospost-pre) was the dependent variable, group was designated as
the predictor and training-related change in PCC/precuneus-ROI rs-FC
was set as the mediator. Additionally, the change in the arousal ratings
in response to positive stimuli (AroPospost-pre) and pre-training PCC/
precuneus-ROI rs-FC (rs-FCPre)were entered as covariates of no interest.
Due to the moderate-to-high between-participant correlations between
arousal and valence ratings (|r|s N 0.34), we controlled for changes in
the arousal ratings when predicting changes in valence ratings (and vice
versa, see below) to ensure that any observed influence of group or the
PCC/precuneus-ROI rs-FC change on the latterwas not due to its influence
on the former. Moreover, the model controlled for age, sex and YoE. The
second model resembled the first model, but AroPospost-pre was
designated as the dependent variable and ValPospost-pre entered the
model as a covariate of no interest. The third and fourthmodels replicated
the first two models for predicting the training-related changes in the
valence (model 3) and arousal (model 4) ratings of the negative pictures
(ValNegpost-pre and AroNegpost-pre, respectively).

Next, we tested whether the association between training-related
changes in participants' EPT ratings and PCC/precuneus-ROI rs-FC was
moderated by group. Similar to themediation analyses, themoderation
analyses focused on the ratings of the positive andnegative pictures and
were performed using the bootstrap approach implemented in SPSS
(Hayes, 2013). To predict changes in valence and arousal ratings of pos-
itive and negative pictures by changes in the PCC/precuneus-ROI rs-FC,
we set up four separate models. In the first model, the change in the va-
lence ratings of positive stimuli (ValPospost-pre) was the dependent var-
iable and group was designated as the moderator. Additionally, the
change of arousal ratings of positive stimuli (AroPospost-pre) and pre-
training PCC/precuneus-ROI rs-FC (rs-FCPre), as well as age, sex and
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YoE, were entered as covariates of no interest. The second model
resembled the first model, but AroPospost-pre was designated as the
dependent variable and ValPospost-pre entered the model as a covariate.
The third and fourth models replicated the first two models
for predicting training-related changes in the valence (model 3) and
arousal (model 4) ratings of the negative pictures (ValNegpost-pre and
AroNegpost-pre, respectively).

Bootstrapping was carried out using a bias-corrected approach with
5000 samples. Statistical significance was set at p b 0.05 for all analyses.

3. Results

3.1. The Emotion Processing Task (EPT) Behavior

Participants' EPT valence and arousal ratings are presented in Table
1. For the valence ratings, a significant main effect of session (F (1,
43) = 5.05, p b 0.05) was observed, indicating overall less positive va-
lence ratings after training than before training. There was also a main
effect of valence (F (2, 86) = 355.37, p b 0.05), confirming that partici-
pants rated the positive pictures as significantly more positive than the
neutral pictures (t (44) = 16.70, p b 0.05), which were in turn rated as
significantly more positive than the negative pictures (t (44) = 17.38,
p b 0.05). Themeditation and relaxation groups overall showed compa-
rable valence ratings (F (1, 43) = 0.69, p N 0.1). However, a significant
interaction between training group and valence was observed (F (2,
86) = 3.79, p b 0.05), characterized by significantly more positive rat-
ings of negative pictures (t (43) = 2.12, p b 0.05) but somewhat less
positive ratings of positive pictures (t (43) = −1.59, p = 0.12) in the
meditation group compared to the relaxation group (Fig. 1a). Further,
the group × valence effect was moderated by session (F (2, 86) =
16.63, p b 0.05). Prior to training, the interactive effect of training
group and valence was non-significant (F (2, 86) = 0.035, p N 0.1),
whereas this effect became significant after training (F (2, 86) =
12.919, p b 0.05). In other words, the meditation and relaxation groups
were comparable at baseline in how their ratings were affected by the
valence of pictures (Table 1, Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. S1a). How-
ever, following training, the valence ratings of the meditation group for
the negative and positive pictures were less differentiated than those of
the relaxation group (Table 1 and Fig. 1a). Post-hoc t-tests with
Bonferroni correction confirmed that, after training, the meditation
group gave more positive valence ratings to negative pictures (t
Fig. 1. EPT valence and arousal ratings. Participants' mean valence (a) and arousal (b) ratings
processing task (EPT) for the meditation and relaxation groups before and after training. A
negative valence (for valence ratings) or less arousal (for arousal ratings). Error bars denote ±
(43) = 3.31, p b 0.05) but less positive ratings to positive pictures (t
(43) = −3.69, p b 0.05) compared to the relaxation group. The two
groups did not differ in post-training valence ratings on neutral pictures
(t (43) = −0.82, p N 0.1) (Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. S1a). The
meditation group showed significantly more positive ratings on nega-
tive pictures (t (22) = 3.02, p b 0.05) but significantly less positive rat-
ings on positive pictures (t (22) = −4.93, p b 0.05) after training
compared to before training. This effect was not observed for the relax-
ation group (ps ≥ 0.2) (Table 1 and Fig. 1a).

Regarding the participants' arousal ratings on the EPT, a significant
main effect of session (F (1, 43)= 5.85, p b 0.05) was observed, indicat-
ing an overall reduction in arousal ratings after training, and a main ef-
fect of valence (F (2, 86) = 196.16, p b 0.05), confirming that both
positive (t (44) = 17.27, p b 0.05) and negative (t (44) = 14.24,
p b 0.05) pictures were rated as more arousing than neutral pictures.
The meditation and relaxation groups overall showed comparable
arousal ratings (F (1, 43) = 0.59, p N 0.1). However, a significant inter-
active effect of training group and session was observed (F (1, 43) =
20.40, p b 0.05). While the meditation group generally gave lower
arousal ratings following training compared with before training (t
(22) =−4.40, p b 0.05), such pattern was not observed for the relaxa-
tion group (t (21)=1.74, p=0.10) (Table 1, Fig. 1b and Supplementary
Fig. S1b). Further, the group × session effect was moderated by valence
(F (2, 86) = 3.06, p= 0.05). Specifically, the group × session effect was
most significant for negative pictures (F (2, 86) = 22.49, p b 0.001),
followed by positive pictures (F (2, 86) = 15.23, p b 0.001) and then
neutral pictures (F (2, 86) = 9.56, p = 0.003) (Table 1, Fig. 1b and Sup-
plementary Fig. S1b).

Further details about the behavioral analyses are included in Supple-
mentary Materials (‘Additional Emotion Processing Task (EPT) behavioral
analysis’).
3.2. PCC-based Resting-state Functional Connectivity

We first demonstrated that prior to training, both the meditation
and the relaxation groups showed rs-FC patterns centered at the PCC/
precuneus that matched closely with the previously described DMN
(Yan and Zang, 2010). The resting-state activity of the PCC/precuneus
seed showed positive correlations with the activity of areas including
the bilateral inferior parietal and medial prefrontal cortices, and
are displayed for the 20 positive and 20 negative pictures presented during the emotion
ll ratings were made on a 1–75 scale, with lower scores indicating less positive/more
1 standard error of the mean. * indicates statistically significant difference at p b 0.05.



Fig. 2. PCC/precuneus-based functional connectivity patterns. (a) The resting-state
functional connectivity (rs-FC) between the PCC/precuneus seed and the predefined 6-
mm spherical PRN mask centered at (3, −30, −30) was significantly influenced by the
group × session effect (b) PRN-mask-based SVC test revealed a region of the pontine
nucleus which survived SVC-level FWE correction (left), and whole-brain analysis
revealed a region of the postcentral gyrus which survived whole-brain-level FWE
correction (right), to the group × session effect. The PRN mask and significant clusters
are overlaid on a standard anatomical template (ch2bet). MNI x and y coordinates are
provided below the sagittal and coronal slices. Following training, the meditation group
showed an upregulation of PCC/precuneus-PRN rs-FC in the positive direction. The
opposite pattern was observed for the relaxation group after training. * indicates
statistically significant difference at p b 0.05. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error of
the mean. Colour bar denotes t-statistics. zFC scores: r-to-z transformed functional
connectivity coefficiency values (Yan and Zang, 2010).
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negative correlations with the activity of areas including the bilateral
insula and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Supplementary Table S1).

We then tested for the training group, session, and the critical
group × session interactive effects on the PCC/precuneus rs-FC patterns.
First, ROI analyses on extracted zFC values from the PRN and DRN re-
vealed that the PRN rs-FC was not significantly influenced by either
the main effect of group (F (1, 35) = 0.317, p = 0.577) or the main ef-
fect of session (F (1, 35)=3.037, p=0.09), but was significantly affect-
ed by the interaction of group and session (F (1, 35) = 13.933, p =
0.001) (Fig. 2a). Post-hoc tests showed that after training, the PCC/
precuneus-PRN rs-FC became significantly more positive for the medi-
tation group (t (20)= 2.53, p b 0.05) but less positive for the relaxation
group (t (18)=−3.00, p b 0.05) (Fig. 2a). An additional control ANOVA
analysis confirmed that the effect of group on the changes in the PCC/
precuneus-PRN rs-FC following training remained significant after con-
trolling for pre-training differences between the groups in PCC/
precuneus-PRN rs-FC (F (1, 37) = 5.092, p b 0.05). On the other hand,
extracted zFC values from the predefined DRN mask showed no signif-
icant response to either the main effects of group or gender, or the
group × session effect (ps N 0.09). Mask-based SVC test revealed a
significant cluster in the PRN to the group × session effect (Meditation-
post-pre–Relaxationpost-pre), which survived SVC FWE correction (Table 2,
Fig. 2b). No significant clusters within the DRN mask were observed.

At the whole-brain level, themain effect of session generated no sig-
nificant clusters that survived FWE correction. When compared with
the relaxation group, the meditation group showed more positive rs-
FC between the PCC/precuneus seed and the right superior temporal
gyrus extending to the insula and the bilateral inferior parietal lobule.
The reverse contrast revealed a significant cluster at the PCC/precuneus
(Table 2). The interactive effect of group and session revealed a cluster
at the right postcentral gyrus, which showed rs-FC with the PCC/
precuneus that becamemore positive after training than before training
for the relaxation group compared to themeditation group (Table 2, Fig.
2b). Post-hoc tests indicated that the rs-FC with the PCC/precuneus for
the right postcentral gyrus became significantly more negative follow-
ing meditation training (t (20) = −4.22, p b 0.05) but significantly
more positive following relaxation training (t (18) = 4.56, p b 0.05).

We also ran the rs-FC analyses without regressing out global brain
signals (see Materials and Methods–Imaging Data Acquisition and rs-
FC analysis). The results of those analyses are included in Supplementa-
ry Materials (‘PCC-based resting-state functional connectivity analysis
without global signal regression’). We successfully replicated the
group × session effect on the pontine and postcentral gyrus rs-FC with-
out regressing out the global signals.

3.3. Effective Connectivity

Spectral DCM was implemented to assess the causal relationships
between the time course for the PCC/precuneus seed and those for the
pons and postcentral gyrus, whose rs-FC with the PCC/precuneus
showed significant group × session effects. Such analysis was per-
formed for each individual before and after training. Although our
data space contained the time course for the postcentral gyrus, we fo-
cused only on the effective connectivity between the PCC/precuneus
and the pons, which according to our hypothesis would be directed
from the latter to the former structure following meditation training.
The pons seed region was centered at (0, −33, −30), which
corresponded to the locus of maxima of the significant cluster to the
group × session effect that survived SVC test with predefined PRN
mask (see Materials and Methods).

To examine the group × session effect on the pons-to-PCC/
precuneus connectivity, the connectivity strengths estimated from a
BMAanalysis were subjected to a 2 (pre vs. post) × 2 (meditation vs. re-
laxation) ANOVA. There was a significant group by session interactive
effect (F (1, 38) = 7.02, p b 0.05) (Fig. 3a). Post-hoc analyses showed
that themeditation group exhibited a significant increase in positive ef-
fective connectivity following training (t (20) = 2.25, p b 0.05), which
effect was negative and non-significant for the relaxation group (t
(18)=−1.58, p=0.13) (Fig. 3a). One-sample t tests indicated a signif-
icantly positive connectivity strength in themeditation group following
training (t (20)= 3.39, p b 0.05) but not before training (t (20) = 1.15,
p = 0.26). The relaxation group showed no significant pons-to-PCC/
precuneus connectivity either pre-training (t (18) = 1.29, p = 0.21)
or post-training (t (18) = −1.06, p = 0.3).

Similar control analyses were conducted for the PCC/precuneus-to-
pons connectivity. No group × session interactive effect was found (F
(1, 38) = 0.49, p = 0.49) (Fig. 3b). The connectivity strengths for the
meditation and relaxation groups before and after training were all
non-significant (ps N 0.5).

When the spDCM analyses were performed using averaged pontine
signals extracted from the entire predefined PRN mask centered at (3,
−30,−30), we obtained identical result patterns as above. Detailed re-
sults of these analyses are included in Supplementary Materials (‘PRN
mask-based spDCM analyses’).

We also performed the spDCM analyses using signals from seed re-
gions centering on the locus ofmaxima as revealed by the rs-FC analyses



Table 2
PCC/precuneus seed-based ROI and whole-brain functional connectivity analysis.

Region BA X Y Z T Ke

Session

Post > Pre

N.S.

Pre > Post

N.S.

Group

Meditation > Relaxation

Left inferior parietal lobule/temporoparietal junction 40/41 –48 –33 24 4.69 132

Right superior temporal gyrus/insula 22 48 –12 –9 4.43 123

Right inferior parietal lobule/temporoparietal junction 40 57 –27 24 4.41 130

Relaxation > Meditation

Precuneus/PCC 31/7 9 –48 36 3.82 137

Session × Group

Meditation (Post > Pre) > Relaxation (Post > Pre)

Brain stem (pons)* 0 –33 –30 3.68 25

Relaxation (Post > Pre) > Meditation (Post > Pre)

Right postcentral/precentral gyrus 4 24 –39 69 5.26 158

The Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates and the associated t-statistics are
displayed for the effects of session (pre- vs. post-training), group (meditation vs. relaxa-
tion), and session × group on the resting-state functional connectivity based on the poste-
rior cingulate cortex seed region (6-mm sphere centered on −5, −49, 40), while
controlling for the demographic factors of age, sex and years of education. Analyses
were carried out both based on the predefined ROI mask in the PRN in the form of SVC
test, and at a whole-brain level to explore other regions whose rs-FC may be significantly
influenced by the main or interactive effect. The activation threshold was set at p b 0.005
at the peak level and p b 0.05 at the cluster level, family-wise-error (FWE) corrected. BA:
Brodmann Area. Ke: cluster size. N.S.: no significant clusters. Pre/Post: Pre-training/Post-
training * this pontine cluster survived bothwhole-brain FWEcorrection (locus ofmaxima
= 6, −33, −30, t = 4.31, cluster size = 113) and SVC correction based on pre-defined
PRN spherical mask centered at (3,−30,−30). The coordinates, peak T value and cluster
size shown for the pontine cluster are for the significant cluster revealed by the SVC test.
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without global signal regression (see Supplementary Fig. S2 for the loca-
tions of these seed regions). The results of these analyses are consistent
with the patterns described above (Supplementary Materials ‘spDCM
analyses without global signal regression’).

3.4. Linking Behavioral and rs-FC Effects

In this part of the analysis, we focused on the valence and arousal
ratings for the positive and negative pictures, which showed greater
group × session effects than the neutral pictures (see above). Themedi-
ation and moderation analysis results for the neutral pictures are in-
cluded in Supplementary Materials (‘Additional behavior-FC association
Fig. 3. BMA analysis on connectivity parameters (in Hz). ANOVA analyses on (a) the
strength of connectivity from the pons (centered at 0,−33, −30) to the PCC/precuneus
showed a significant group × session effect. The meditation group, but not the
relaxation group, showed a significant increase in positive connectivity strength
following training (b) The connectivity strength from the PCC/precuneus to the pons
showed no group × session effect and no significant change following training in either
the meditation or relaxation group. Error bars denote ± 1 standard error of the mean. *
indicates a statistically significant difference at p b 0.05.
analyses’). The behavior-FC association analyses were performed
for the predefined PRN mask, which was our primary a priori
ROI and was revealed by our a priori contrast of interest (i.e.,
Meditationpost-pre–Relaxationpost-pre). Such approach reduced the total
number of tests conducted and the associated type I error. We also per-
formed the association analyses in the predefined DRNmask for explor-
atory purpose.

We first examined whether changes in PCC/precuneus-PRN rs-FC fol-
lowing training mediated the effect of group on changes in the EPT affec-
tive ratings following training. We did not observe significant mediating
effect of PCC/precuneus-PRN rs-FC (i.e., non-significant indirect effect,
ps N 0.1) in any of the 4 mediation models predicting ValPospost-pre,
AroPospost-pre, ValNegpost-pre and AroNegpost-pre, respectively.

We then examined whether group moderated the association be-
tween changes in PCC/precuneus-PRN rs-FC and in EPT ratings. We
found that group had a significant moderating influence over the asso-
ciation between changes in PCC/precuneus-PRN rs-FC and in valence
ratings of negative pictures (t (31)=−2.51, p b 0.05). Specifically, par-
ticipants who showed larger positive increases in PCC/precuneus-PRN
rs-FC following training also showed greater increases in positive va-
lence ratings for the negative pictures after training in the meditation
group (t (14) = 2.44, p b 0.05) but not in the relaxation group (t
(12) = −0.91, p N 0.1) (Fig. 4). No significant moderating influence of
group was found for the association between changes in PCC/
precuneus-pons rs-FC and in valence ratings of positive pictures (t
(31) = 1.71, p = 0.1).

Group also had a significant moderating influence over the associa-
tion between changes in PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC and in arousal rat-
ings of both negative (t (31) = −4.02, p b 0.05) and positive (t
(31)=−2.94, p b 0.05) pictures. Specifically, participants who showed
more positive increase in PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC tended to show
less reduction for arousal ratings of negative (t (14) = 3.21, p b 0.05)
and positive (t (14) = 2.41, p b 0.05) pictures following training in
the meditation group, but not in the relaxation group (ps N 0.05)
(Fig. 5a and 5b).

No significant results were observed for either mediation or moder-
ation analyses on average rs-FC values extracted from the predefined
DRN mask (ps N 0.1).

When the moderation analyses were rerun without regressing out
the global signals,wewere largely able to replicate the pattern of results
as described above, although global signal regressing seemed to have
had some effects on the absolute strength of themoderation analysis re-
sults (Supplementary Materials ‘Moderation analyses without global sig-
nal regression’).

4. Discussion

This study was the first to specifically investigate the effect of short-
termmeditation training on affective processing and the relevant neural
networks in elderly individuals.We employed a longitudinal design and
an active control group suitable for establishing the causal and specific
effects of meditation training on affective processing and/or regulation.
Our findings indicate that following 8-weekmeditation training, partic-
ipants' affective ratings of positive and negative stimuli converged to-
wards the middle and became more similar to the ratings of neutral
stimuli compared with the ratings before training. Arousal ratings of
the affective stimuli were also reduced following meditation training.
However, none of those changes were evident in the relaxation group.
Additionally, compared with relaxation training, meditation training
led to more positive rs-FC between the PCC/precuneus and the pontine
brain stem region but more negative rs-FC with the postcentral gyrus.
Moreover, the positive PCC/precuneus-pons connectivity following
meditation training was largely directed from the pons to the PCC/
precuneus. Finally, the type of training participants receivedmoderated
the association between the changes in PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC and
in affective ratings, such that the rs-FC and rating changes were closely



Fig. 4. Themoderation analysis for EPT valence ratings. The moderating effect of group (meditation vs. relaxation) is depicted on the association of changes in the rs-FC between the PCC/
precuneus and the predefined PRN mask, and in participants' valence ratings of the negative pictures following training. The model controlled for the effects of the pre-training PCC/
precuneus-PRN rs-FC, training-related changes in arousal ratings of the negative pictures, as well as age, sex and years of education. Both unstandardized regression coefficients and
standard errors are shown for the main effect and the moderating effect. * indicates effects that are significant at p b 0.05. Red and blue arrows denote positive and negative effects,
respectively. Please note that the direction of an arrow denotes the hypothetical rather than established direction of an effect. Med: Meditation group, PCC: posterior cingulate cortex,
Rel: Relaxation group, Rs-FC: resting-state functional connectivity, SE: standard error, Unstd coef: unstandardized coefficients.
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associated in themeditation group but not in the relaxation group. Such
results have never been reported before, and they reveal novel and im-
portant information on the characteristics of meditation training in al-
tering the ways in which individuals engage in affective regulatory
processes.
Fig. 5. Themoderation analysis for EPT arousal ratings. Themoderating effect of group (medita
precuneus and the predefined PRNmask, and in participants' arousal ratings on the (a) positive
for the effects of the pre-training PCC/precuneus-PRN rs-FC, training-related changes in valence
Both unstandardized regression coefficients and the associated standard errors are shown for t
Red and blue arrows denote positive and negative effects, respectively. Please note that the dir
Med: Meditation group, PCC: posterior cingulate cortex, Rel: Relaxation group, Rs-FC: resting-s
One key component of meditation is the open, non-judgmental atti-
tude towards internal and external experiences, which, when coupled
with a self-detached evaluative approach, can ultimately lead to stimuli
and events being perceived as neither ‘good’ nor ‘bad’, but rather as
even entities devoid of subjective, dual valence meanings (Ruby and
tion vs. relaxation) is depicted on the association of changes in the rs-FC between the PCC/
- and (b) negative-valenced pictures following training. Themodels additionally controlled
ratings of positive (a) and negative (b) pictures, aswell as age, sex and years of education.
he main effect and the moderating effect. * indicates effects that are significant at p b 0.05.
ection of an arrow denotes the hypothetical rather than established direction of an effect.
tate functional connectivity, SE: standard error, Unstd coef: unstandardized coefficients.
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Decety, 2004; Josipovic, 2014; Desbordes et al., 2015). Moreover, med-
itation training emphasizes maintaining attention to the present stimu-
li, which reduces mind-wandering and prevents ruminations about
negative thoughts and stimuli that are not directly present (Brewer et
al., 2011; Chiesa et al., 2013). Accordingly, accumulating evidence con-
firms the effect of meditation training on reducing negative processing,
negative affect and affective reactivity/arousal to negative stimuli (Jain
et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2011; Gard et al., 2012;
Menezes et al., 2013; Lutz et al., 2016). However, existing evidence on
the effect of meditation training on positive affective processing is
mixed and cross-sectional only (Ortner et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2011;
Lee et al., 2012; Ho et al., 2015; Lutz et al., 2016). Our current findings
provide convincing evidence that 8-week meditation training led to
more and less positive ratings on negative and positive stimuli, respec-
tively, as well as reduced arousal ratings for both positive and negative
stimuli. Such results, obtained in an elderly sample, are consistent with
thefindings of recent cross-sectional studies including participantswith
more variable ages (Ho et al., 2015; Lutz et al., 2016), and strongly sug-
gest that an important aspect of meditation training influence on affec-
tive processing is to approach an even-minded mental state towards all
stimuli, regardless of their valence (Josipovic, 2014; Desbordes et al.,
2015). This has the consequence of reduced affective reactivity and im-
proved emotional stability (Lutz et al., 2008; Chambers et al., 2009;
Goldin and Gross, 2010). While further replications in other age groups
are needed, our current findings in elderly participants offer illuminat-
ing insights on the relationships amongmeditation training, converging
affective processing of positive and negative stimuli, and improved af-
fect state and/or regulation. Given existing evidence that elderly indi-
viduals exhibit increases in positive affect, decreases in negative affect,
better emotional regulation and greater positive processing bias
(Carstensen et al., 2000; Mather and Carstensen, 2003; Shao and Lee,
2014), the precise mechanism by which meditation training might
both reduce positive affective processing, as evidenced in our current
findings, and promote positive affect state and psychological well-
being, as suggested by previous research (Jain et al., 2007; Ortner et
al., 2007), warrants further exploration.

Emerging evidence indicates that resting-state (Brewer et al., 2011;
Taylor et al., 2013; Hasenkamp and Barsalou, 2012), meditative state
(Brewer et al., 2011; Garrison et al., 2014) and affective task-related
(Lutz et al., 2016) functional connectivity patterns between the PCC/
precuneus and the dorsolateral and medial prefrontal regions are al-
tered following long-termmeditation practice, which are thought to re-
flect greater levels of self-related affective regulation and self-
awareness (Chiesa et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2015). However, no longitu-
dinal study has examined whether short-termmeditation training may
be sufficient to alter the rs-FC of the PCC/precuneus.Moreover, the func-
tional interplay between PCC/precuneus and subcortical affective neural
circuitries has been largely unexplored. Our findings indicate that the
rs-FC between the PCC/precuneus and the pontine region of the brain
stem became more positive and was largely directed from the latter to
the former following 8-weekmeditation training, whereas the rs-FC be-
tween the PCC/precuneus and the somatosensory cortices becamemore
negative. Previous research indicates that the pontine region is critically
involved in affective regulatory functions (Vollmayr et al., 2000; Cannon
et al., 2006, 2007), and its rs-FC with striatal and midbrain regions pre-
dicted individuals' positive and negative affect states (Lee et al., 2015).
Thus, the increased positive connectivity from the pons to the PCC/
precuneus following meditation training may indicate an enhanced
self-referential affective regulatory system, possibly following a shift
from a narrative, self-evaluative approach to a non-judgmental, self-
aware approach (Hasenkamp and Barsalou, 2012). Fundamentally,
such a shift may result from the central component of meditation in in
promoting open observations of thoughts, feelings and events without
judging their values in relation to oneself (Ives-Deliperi et al., 2011;
Chiesa et al., 2013), which, when combined with the attentional focus
on the present experience rather than recursive processing of distant
events, changes the individual's overall affective processing and regula-
tory patterns. Given that the pons encompasses the PRN fromwhich the
serotonergic pathways originate and regulates affective functions of
widespread downstream networks, increased positive connectivity
from the pons to the PCC/precuneus may be central to the overarching
effect ofmeditation training on the neural affective network, underlying
the increase in positive self-representation, self-esteem and self-accep-
tance (Haimerl andValentine, 2001). On theother hand,we obtained no
evidence that the rs-FC between the PCC/precuneus and the DRN was
affected by meditation versus relaxation training, which might be due
to two possible reasons. First, the DRN and PRN have been found to
show different brain projections (Cooper et al., 2003), with some evi-
dence indicating that the DRN may have a primarily prefrontal projec-
tion in the cortex (McQuade and Sharp, 1995; Hajós et al., 2003).
Second, animal evidence indicates that acute stress altered serotonergic
functions in the PRN but not in the DRN (Vollmayr et al., 2000). Asmed-
itation training tends to focus on dealing with immediately present in-
ternal or external stimuli, improved affective regulatory function in
response to acute stressors may have led to enhanced PRN, but not
DRN, connectivities with the PCC/precuneus. The more negative rs-FC
between the PCC/precuneus and the somatosensory corticesmay repre-
sent reductions in self-referential and self-focused sensory attention
and processing in the meditation group (Lutz et al., 2016), indicating a
shift in focus from relating sensory events to oneself to simply observing
the events from an outsider's perspective (Ruby and Decety, 2004).

The relaxation group showed the opposite patterns of PCC/
precuneus connectivity changes to those of the meditation group; that
is, more negative connectivity from the pons but more positive rs-FC
with the somatosensory cortices following training. Evidence from pre-
vious studies suggests that relaxation training versus no intervention
increases and decreases positive and negative affect states, respectively,
although the strength of the effect may be smaller than that for medita-
tion training (Ortner et al., 2007; Jain et al., 2007). While certain effects
such as enhanced body awareness may be common to both meditation
and relaxation training, the former embodies many key elements that
are not present in the latter, such as non-judgmental observation, atten-
tion to the present, and a self-detached perspective (Jain et al., 2007).
Consistent with this, previous studies directly comparing meditation
with relaxation training showed that the former led to distinct influ-
ences on neural activity compared with the latter (Tang et al., 2009).
Our findings provide further evidence that meditation and relaxation
training are associated with distinct neural affective mechanisms. Dur-
ing relaxation training, body sensations, states and images may be
linked more closely to the ‘self’ concept, such that self-referential affec-
tive processing is determined principally by one's voluntary efforts in
regulating those bodily states. Such voluntary regulatory processes
may involve the functional influence of prefrontal networks on extero-
ceptive or interoceptive networks (Kilpatrick et al., 2011) rather than
low-level affective regions such as the pons. Future research employing
more comprehensive rs-FC analysis methods, such as independent
component analysis (ICA), might shed further light on this question.

The change in PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC did not significantly medi-
ate the change in affective ratings following meditation training versus
relaxation training. Several reasons might explain the lack of a mediat-
ing effect. First, the PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC change alone might not
significantly account for the meditation training effect on the affective
rating change. The functional connectivity between the PCC/precuneus
and other regions, such as the somatosensory cortices, might also be in-
volved. Second, rs-FC networks centering at the PCC/precuneus region
may not capture the entire picture of neural network changes following
meditation training. Changes in functional connectivity between pre-
frontal and subcortical networks could also contribute to themeditation
training effect on affective processing (Kilpatrick et al., 2011). Third, the
rs-FC pattern alone may not significantly explain the training group ef-
fect on the affective rating changes, at least in the total participant sam-
ple. However, the results of the moderation analyses showed that
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changes in PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC significantly predicted changes in
valence ratings on negative pictures, and arousal ratings on both posi-
tive and negative pictures, following meditation, but not relaxation,
training. Specifically, participants who showed greater positive in-
creases of PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC following meditation training
also exhibited greater increases in positive valence ratings of negative
pictures. Such result is consistent with existing evidence implicating
the functional interplay between the pontine region and cortical and
subcortical networks in regulating affective processing and state
(Cannon et al., 2006, 2007; Lee et al., 2015), as well as research suggest-
ing that the pontine region is particularly involved in controlling nega-
tive affect and distress (Vollmayr et al., 2000). Our results thus reveal
a key role of the PCC/precuneus-pons functional interplay in underlying
changes in negative affective regulation following meditation training.
On the other hand, participants showing more positive increases in
PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC following meditation training exhibited
less reduction in arousal ratings of the affective pictures. Given previous
evidence implicating the pontine nuclei in supporting interoceptive and
visceral perceptions (Critchley, 2005), a more positive increase in PCC/
precuneus-pons rs-FC following meditation training might underlie an
enhanced awareness of one's own physiological state (Fox et al., 2012;
Chiesa et al., 2013), leading to higher (or less decreased) levels of self-
reported arousal. Importantly, following meditation training, higher
levels of perceived arousal as a result of greater self-awareness may
not be accompanied by correspondingly high subjective valance pro-
cessing, but could simply be objective observations and analysis of bodi-
ly states (Chiesa et al., 2013). Indeed, such increased awareness of one's
own bodily states can further help with affective regulatory processes
(Chiesa et al., 2013).

In contrast, we observed no evidence that changes in PCC/
precuneus-pons rs-FC predicted changes in affective ratings among
the relaxation group. Two reasons might explain why we specifically
found the association in the meditation group. First, previous evidence
that meditation training influences PCC/precuneus functional connec-
tivity patterns consistently across resting, meditative and affective pro-
cessing states indicates that meditation training may alter the neural
default network mode for self-referential affective processing, with
the new meditative mode employed regardless of the state that the in-
dividual is in (Manna et al., 2010; Brewer et al., 2011; Jang et al., 2011;
Taylor et al., 2012; Hasenkamp and Barsalou, 2012; Garrison et al.,
2014; Lutz et al., 2016). Based on our findings, this new state-free affec-
tive regulation system is at least partly underlain bymore positive influ-
ences from the pons to the PCC/precuneus, which was not developed
during relaxation training. This explains why associations between the
PCC/precuneus-pons rs-FC and affective rating changes were only
found in the meditation group. Second, following meditation training,
the affective system might become more bottom-up and regulated via
low-level subcortical networks, such as the pontine region (Chiesa et
al., 2013), the transition of which might be particularly marked among
elderly individuals with reduced dorsal prefrontal top-down regulatory
functioning (Shao and Lee, 2014). Thus, it is possible that the PCC/
precuneus-pons rs-FC change determined the change in affective rat-
ings to a greater extent in the meditation than in the relaxation group.

Collectively, our findings further characterize the meditation train-
ing effect on affective processing, reveal important roles of the pons-
to-PCC/precuneus connectivity in regulating negative affective process-
ing and affective reactivity, and highlight the effect of meditation train-
ing in forming a new default mode for affective regulation patterns that
are employed across resting and affective processing states. Clinically,
our findings have important implications for improving the affective
regulatory functions of elderly individuals. While meditation training
has shown efficacy in treating depression (Teasdale et al., 2000) and
anxiety (Goldin et al., 2009) in the general population, no well-con-
trolled longitudinal study has examined the effectiveness of meditation
in the elderly. Our findings support the use of meditation training for
ameliorating affective symptoms among the aging population, as well
as using rs-FC patterns as a biomarker for examining the therapeutic ef-
fects (Simon and Engström, 2015). Furthermore, our finding that a bot-
tom-up systemdirected from the pons to the PCC/precuneus is critically
involved in negative affective regulation following meditation training
has implications in helping patients with affective disorders who have
difficulties in exerting top-down affective regulatory control (Liotti et
al., 2002). Our current study has the following limitations. First, despite
that we matched the meditation and relaxation groups on various de-
mographic and psychometric characteristics in an a priori manner, the
two groups still showed some pre-training differences in PCC/
precuneus rs-FC with the pons and the postcentral gyrus. Although we
statistically adjusted for those differences in the data analyses, it re-
mains possible that the two groups were different on some important
aspects prior to training which contributed to the observed results. Fu-
ture studies may employ more comprehensive cognitive and affective
assessments to achieve better matching of the training groups. Second,
thefindings need to be replicated in other age groups. Third, instead of a
seed-based approach, other methods for analyzing rs-FC patterns, such
as ICA, can provide more comprehensive evidence on network connec-
tivity changes followingmeditation training. Fourth, imagingmodalities
that have higher temporal resolution, such as electroencephalogram
(EEG) andmagnetoencephalography (MEG), can help delineate the ear-
lier bottom-up sensory and affective processes from subsequent top-
down regulatory processes (Reva et al., 2014; Ho et al., 2015). Finally,
future studies incorporating each of the resting,meditative and affective
processing states can provide more definite evidence on the effect of
meditation training in forming a new state-free default affective system.

5. Conclusion

In the first longitudinal study comparing the effects of an 8-week
meditation training versus relaxation training on affective processing
and resting-state connectivity changes among elderly individuals, we
found that meditation, but not relaxation, training ‘neutralized’ individ-
uals' perceived valence and decreased the general perceived arousal of
affective stimuli. On the neural level, the connectivity from the pons to
the PCC/precuneus became more positive following meditation versus
relaxation training. The PCC/precuneus-pons connectivity further
played important roles in regulating negative affective processing and
in facilitating increased physiological self-awareness after meditation
training. Our findings have important clinical implications for using
meditation training to treat affective symptoms among the elderly,
and using rs-FC patterns to evaluate its efficacy.
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